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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the effect of multilevel networks on clock skew. We first define the

simplified RC circuit model of a hybrid clock mesh/tree structure. The skew reduction effects of shunt

segments contributed by the mesh is derived analytically from the simplified model. The result indicates

that the skew decreases proportionally to the exponential of−Rs/R, whereRs is the driving resistance

of the clock buffer at a leaf node in the clock tree andR is the resistance of a mesh segment. Based

on our analysis, we propose a hybrid multi-level mesh and tree structure for global clock distribution.

A simple optimization scheme is adopted to optimize the routing resource distribution of the multi-level

mesh. Experimental results show that by adding a mesh to the bottom-level leaves of an H-tree, the clock

skew can be reduced from 29.2 ps to 8.7 ps, and the multi-level networks with same total routing area can

further reduce the clock skew by another 30%. We also discuss the inductive effect of the mesh. When the

clock frequency is less than 2 GHz, theRC model remains valid for clock meshes with grounded shielding

or using differential signals.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

The clock distribution network design has been a great challenge in the state-of-the-art high

performance chip designs. With tens or even hundreds of millions of transistors integrated,

distributing the clock signal to the local areas all over the chip with near-zero skew becomes

a very difficult task. Moreover, as the clock frequency climbs to giga hertz range and the

interconnect delay dominates in deep sub-micron technology, the portion of the clock skew

introduced by the process variations on the wire width and the clock buffers length can no longer

be ignored. A robust clock distribution network that is less sensitive to the process variations is

desired.

In microprocessor designs, the clock distribution networks can often be partitioned into two

parts: the global and the local clock networks (Fig. 1). The global clock network distributes the

clock signal from the clock source in the center of the chip to local regions. It usually has a

symmetric structure. The local distribution networks deliver clock signals to numerous clocking

elements in each local region. Their structures are often non-symmetric because the locations of

registers are not necessarily regular. In this paper, we focus on the global clock networks.

A lot of works have been done in the past two decades to find the best structure for global

clock distributions. Tree-based structures are widely used to achieve low clock skew and power

consumption [1], because tree structures have the advantages of being easy to tune and simulate.

However, a mesh structure is more robust than a tree structure under process variations, since

the mesh has more local connections that can smooth out the local delay variations and yield a

smaller clock skew.

A recent trend is to use the hybrid structure of a mesh and a symmetric buffer tree for the global

clock network. For example, the global clock distribution of Intel Pentium4TR microprocessor

consists three spines each driven by a balanced binary buffer tree [1]. The bottom-level spines

can be deemed as a “one dimensional” mesh structure. Restel etal. proposed a two-level hybrid

clock network. The top level is an H-tree, and the bottom level is a uniform mesh that connects all

of the leaves of the top level H-tree. This clock network structure has been successfully applied

to six designs[1], including the latest Power4 microprocessors [9][14]. The measurements from

the real produced chips proved that this hybrid tree and mesh structure accomplishes low clock

skew under process variations.

Su etal. [18] propose a two level clock network which makes a departure from the popular
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Fig. 1. global and local clock distribution networks

“mesh at the lowest level” structure. In their design, the top level is a zero-skew mesh that

delivers the clock to the centers of four quadrants of the chip and the bottom level contains four

zero-skew trees. Their method inspires us to ask at which level of the tree does the shortcut

mesh works most efficiently in terms of skew reduction. The mixture of the tree structure and the

mesh structure complicates the simulation problem. The simple Elmore delay model that fits the

tree structure no longer applies to the mixed tree and mesh structures. A new model is needed

to calculate the skew and so as to provide guidelines for the design of the hybrid networks.

In this paper, we address this problem. In order to keep the presentation easy to understand

we focus on the hybrid clock network similar to the one proposed by [15], which consists a

symmetric H-tree and a mesh connecting all of the bottom level leaves. Our method can also

be applied to other hybrid tree and mesh structure, like the binary tree plus spine structure [1].

Based on our study on the skew reduction effect of mesh, we propose a multilevel network for

global clock distribution. Figure 1 shows a schematic example of our multilevel network. The

dotted line represents the meshes which connect together all of the nodes at the same level in the

original H-tree. In order to reduce the inductance of the shunt segments, we may use grounded

shielding or differential pairs for mesh connections.

Our contributions in this paper include the following:

• We use a simplifiedRC circuit model to study the skew reduction effect of adding shunt

connections between two leaf nodes of the clock tree. Based on this model, we derive

an analytical skew approximation, which fits the SPICE simulation very well. And further
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analysis and simulation suggests that the RC model remains valid for differential clock nets

running at the frequency of less than 4GHz.

• We extend our skew approximation formula to the mesh network. We get the equivalent

resistance factor of “one-dimensional” meshes and two-dimensional meshes both from the

least square linear regression on SPICE simulation results and the analytical approximation

on a distributed parameter circuit model. This analysis can be used to guide the design of

the hybrid clock network.

• We propose a mixed multi-level mesh and tree structure for global clock distribution

networks. We adopt mathematical programming technique to optimize the routing resource

distribution of a mixed multi-level mesh and tree clock network. The optimized multi-level

mesh/tree network produces a 30% skew reduction over the single-level mesh and tree

network and is more robust in the presence of voltage fluctuation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we formulate the hybrid multi-level

mesh/tree optimization problem. In Section III, we propose a simplified circuit model for hybrid

mesh/tree networks and derive the analytical skew expression. SPICE simulation results show

that our skew formula is very accurate for single branch. In section IV, we extend the skew

formula to uniform meshes. Following that, we introduce our multi-level mesh optimization

scheme in Section V, and in Section VI, we present the experimental results. In Section VII, we

discuss the inductive effect and then, we conclude this paper in Section VIII.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the multi-level clok network design problem as a optimal sizing

problem. We first introduce a simple process variations model in subsection A, and then present

the optimal sizing problem formulation in subsection B.

A. Process Variation Model

Semiconductor manufacturing variations occur when process parameters deviate from their

ideal, as-designed values. Process variations have always been a key concern for manufactura-

bility, process control, and circuit design. With rapid technology scaling, the importance of the

impact of variations on the circuit design is further increasing. Variation can be categorized

into temporal and spatial sources [3]. Temporal sources are time-varying and change depending
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Fig. 2. An H-tree with A Two Level Mesh

on circuit activities. Spatial effects are depend on physical factors and impact the geometry

of a structure and can lead to undesirable effects such as yield loss. In this paper, we mainly

consider the variations on the geometrical parameters of interconnect and devices in a clock

distribution network. Conventional circuit techniques typically represent the interconnect and

device parameter variations as random variables. However, recent studies [11] have shown that

strong spatial pattern dependencies exist, especially when considering interconnect variations in

strong chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) processes. Therefore, the total variation can be

separated into systematic and random components. [11] shows that considering the systematic

variations is the key to reducing design uncertainty and maximizing circuit performance.

In this paper, we adopt a simple linear variation model to represent the systematic spatial

variations on wire widths and transistor lengths. For any circuit element at location(x,y), the

actual geometrical parameterd = d0 + kx · x+ ky · y, whered0 is the nominal parameter andkx

and ky are the horizontal, vertical variation coefficient, respectively. Without loss of generality,

we assume that the origin of the coordinate(0,0) is located in the center of the chip, andkx

andky are both positive numbers. We set the maximum variations across the chip to be 10% of

the ideal values [17].

B. Optimal Sizing of Multilevel Clock Network

Fig. (2) illustrates a hybrid clock distribution network. In the figure, there is a three level

H-tree distributing the clock signal from the center of the chip to an 8 by 8 array of leaf buffers.
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In addition to the H-tree, there are two level of meshes both are drawn in dotted lines. On the

top level, four wire segments connect four points, a,b,c,d, the outputs of four leaf buffers of the

first level H-tree. On the bottom level, a 8 by 8 uniform mesh connect the output of all the leaf

nodes of the third level H-tree.

With process variations [13], we can observe the clock skew between the nodes in the same

level. Suppose that we are given the layout information and process variations model of a

symmetric zero-skew clock tree (either an H-tree or a binary tree), we can obtain the clock skew

between the nodes at the same level using Monte Carlo simulation [18] or variational circuit

analysis[10]. We denoteTi to be the worst clock skew between any two nodes at the leveli in

the H-tree. Adding shunt segments between nodes at the same level in a tree is a common way

to reduce skew and is widely accepted by industrial practice.

For example, in the symmetrical H-tree shown in Fig. 2, all of the leaf nodes on level 3 are

connected by an 8 by 8 mesh, which is drawn by dotted line in Figure 2. We can also connect

the four level one nodes a, b, c, d, by a 2 by 2 mesh. When the wire width of the mesh is wide

enough, the nodes at the same level are almost short-circuited and the skew between them can

approach zero. On the other side, using too wide wire may waste too much routing resource.

Hence degrade the routability. In addition, wide wires in the mesh can increase the clock slew

because it increases the load capacitance of clock buffers. Consequently, the design of clock

distribution networks must follow the total routing area budget. For the same amount of routing

resources, adding them to the meshes at different levels may have different impacts on the clock

skew. In this paper, we are interested in the optimal way to distribute the routing resources to

the meshes on different levels such that the minimum skew is achieved at the leaf nodes with a

given routing area budget. We formulate this problem as the following optimum balanced clock

tree augmentation problem.

Optimal Balanced Clock Tree Augmentation Problem:

Given: Ann level symmetric clock tree (wire width of segments in each level, buffer locations

and buffer sizes);

The clock skew between nodes at the same level introduced by process variations

Input: The total routing area budget for all the meshes

Output: The optimal wire widthwi of shunt connections at leveli for i = 1, ...,n, such that

the clock skew is minimized.
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Fig. 3. simplified Circuit Model of RC Shunt

Topology Constraints: Uniform mesh or spine for the shunt connections in each level

III. SKEW SHUNT RESISTANCERELATIONS IN A SIMPLIFIED CIRCUIT MODEL

We use a simplified circuit model shown in Fig.3 to study the skew-shunt resistance relations

in a hybrid tree and mesh structure. In the model, there are two leaf driver of a clock tree,s1

and s2. Each of them drives a load capacitance with valueC, which is the summation of the

sink capacitance and the wire capacitance.Rs is the driving resistance of a clock buffer. A mesh

segment with resistanceR connects two tree branches to reduce the skew between noden1 and

noden2. We assume thatVs1 andVs2 are step functions andVs2 arrives behind a time difference

T after Vs1. Note that many factors can contribute to this timing differenceT between nodes1

ands2. For example, the skew effect due to the distribution of the upstream network, variations

of Rs, andC, and supply voltage variations at the clock buffers. For the simplicity of modeling,

we summarize all these effects into the timing differenceT between the input step functions.

We assume thatT is given, and seek for the expression of arrival time difference,∆T, between

the output signals of two clock buffers.

The following differential equation describes the time domain response of the circuit shown

in Fig.3.
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Fig. 4. Skew Rs/R relation in the simplifiedRC circuit model
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Assuming the input skew is small, i.e.T ¿ RsC, we derive a simple skew expression from

equation (1)

∆T = T ·e2ln2Rs
R (2)

For detailed derivation, the readers are referred to the Appendix A.

Surprisingly, in the obtained skew model (2), skew∆T is independent with the value of load

capacitance, and only determined byRs/R, the ratio between driving resistance and the shunt

resistance. This simple relation enables us to easily estimate the skew on a hybrid tree and mesh

clock network. We verify this relation by SPICE simulations.

We change the value ofRs from 1200Ω to 300Ω, R from 100Ω to 1000Ω. 1 We set the range

of C from 10fF to 200fF and simulate the circuit with different parameters using SPICE. We

show the relations between skew andRs, C, R whenT is 5 ps. Figure 4 depicts the effect ofRs

andC. This result shows that the skew decreases proportionally to the exponential ofRs/R and

thatC barely affects the skew in the range we are interested in.

11200Ω and 300Ω are typical driving resistance of minimum size buffer and 4 times wide buffer, respectively.400Ω is the

typical value of resistance of 1mm wire with minimum wire width in 70nm technology.
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IV. CLOCK SKEW ON MESHES

In last section, we derive the skew and shunt resistance relation (2). The skew reduction

is inverse proportional to the exponential of the driving resistance/shunt resistance ratio. We

conjecture that when multiple clock drivers with input skew are connected by a uniform mesh,

the skew reduction effect has the similar form∆T = Te−kRs/R, where,R is the resistance of

each shunt segment,T is the maximum input skew among all the clock drivers, and∆T is the

maximum output skew. Comparing with equation (2), the only difference is that there is an

equivalent resistance factork to capture the different locking capabilities of different meshes.

The value of the equivalent resistance ratio,k, depends both on the dimension of the mesh and

the pattern of input skews of the clock drivers. When the input skews are independent random

numbers, the mesh can smooth out the output skew most effectively. In this scenario, we have a

largek value. However, if the input skew gradually changes according to the geometrical location

of the drivers, the mesh has less capability to reduce the global skew, because the fastest driver

and the slowest drivers are far away from each other. In this section, we assume the worse

scenario where the input delay surface is linearly tilted from one end of the mesh to the other

end of the mesh. The input arrival time of each clock driver is decided by a linear function on

its location.

There are two ways to derive the equivalent resistance ratio,k. The first one is to conduct

a set of simulations, sweeping different values of driving resistanceRs and shunt resistanceR.

Then, use linear regression on the skew value obtained through simulations to get thek value

for different meshes. An alternative way is to derive thek value through analytical expressions.

In this section, we derive the asymptotic bound of thek values for both on-dimensional meshes

and two-dimensional meshes.

A. Clock Skew On a Series of Shunts

In this subsection, we derive the skew reduction effect of a “one-dimensional” mesh. In our

model, a series of clock drivers with input skews are connected by a wire. We assume the worst

case scenario, the input delay is linearly increasing from one end to the other end. The input

signals are square waves with 50% duty cycle and clock periodTp. Without loss of generality,

we assume the clock driver at the the left end has phase shiftT0 = 0, the clock driver at the

right end has phase shiftTn = T. The phase shift of theith driver, Ti = i
nT.
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Fig. 5. RGC transmission line approximation when only one driver takes effect

Fig. 5 depicts the circuit model we use to calculate the equivalent resistance ration,k, for

a series of shunts. Fig. 5(a) is the discreteRC circuit model when only thekth driver takes

effect. Under that condition, the driving resistance of other drivers can be viewed as the leakage

conductance to the ground. When the number of drivers is large enough, we can use a continuous

R,G,C transmission line model (Fig. 5)(b) to model the circuit, where the ground conductance

G is the inverse of the driving resistance,Rs:

G = 1/Rs (3)

For any sinusoidal wave with unit magnitude incident to this uniformR,G,C transmission

line, the forwarding wave can be described as:

v(z, t) = e−αzSin(ωt +βz) (4)

where,α+ jβ = γ is the propagation function of the transmission line. The propagation function

for an R,G,C transmission line can be written as

γ = α+ jβ =
√

R(G+ jωC) (5)
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Through algebraic operations, we can decompose the propagation function into the real part,

α, which corresponds to the attenuation of the wave magnitude, and the imaginary part,β, which

corresponds to the phase velocity of the wave propagation.

α =

√
1
2

√
R
Rs

√
1+

√
1+ω2R2

sC2 (6)

β =

√
1
2

√
R
Rs

√
−1+

√
1+ω2R2

sC2 (7)

Through Fourier expansion, the input square wave can be expressed as the sum of a series of

harmonics.

ui(t) =
4
π

∞

∑
k=1,3,5...

1
k

Sin(k
2π
Tp

t) (8)

We take the first seven harmonics to approximate the input square waves. This approximation

gives us very high accuracy, because the first seven harmonics constitute 95% energy of the

square wave.

For any input sinusoidal wave with radial frequencyω, the characteristic impedance of the

R,G,C transmission line is

Z0 =

√
R

G+ jωC
=

√
RRs

2(1+ω2R2
sC2)

[

√
1+

√
1+ω2R2

sC2 + j

√
−1+

√
1+ω2R2

sC2] (9)

Denotevi, j,k as the voltage response at nodei, assuming only thekth harmonic of the jth

source takes effect. We have following expression forvi,i,k, the incident wave at the nodei,

caused by thekth harmonic of the input at thekth driver.

If the driver is at any of the two ends of the transmission line,i = 0 or i = n

vi,i,k =
Z0

Z0 +Rs
sin(kωt) (10)

If the driver is in the middle of the transmission line,i 6= 1,n

vi,i,k =
Z0

Z0 +2Rs
sin(kωt) (11)

From equations (6), (7), (10), and (11), we can get the voltage response at nodei, caused by

the kth harmonic of the input signal of thejth driver

vi, j,k = v j, j,ke
α+ jβ (12)
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TABLE I

THE CALCULATED AND SIMULATED k-VALUES FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL MESHES

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

kcalc 1.14 0.462 0.474 0.263 0.193 0.153 0.113

ksim 1.00 0.401 0.364 0.227 0.186 0.149 0.103

n 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

kcalc 0.0917 0.0855 0.0742 0.0646 0.0577 0.0419 0.0381

ksim 0.0903 0.0847 0.0735 0.0606 0.0563 0.0412 0.0361

The output voltage at the nodei is

vi =
n

∑
j=1

8

∑
k

vi, j,k (13)

With following two assumptions :

1) The input skew is smaller than the clock slew:T ¿ RsC

2) The clock period is much larger than the clock skew:2π
ω ¿ RsC

The clock arrival time at nodei can be approximated by

ti =
∑n

j=0∑7
k=1 v̇i, j,k(t = ln2RsC)( i

nT)
ln2
2

(14)

The global skew is

∆T = tn− t0 (15)

We calculate thek value as:

k =
R
Rs

ln
T

∆T
(16)

We list the calculated and simulatedk-values in TABLE I. The first row of the table lists

the number of drivers driving the wire. The second row of the table are the calculated values

and the third row shows thek-values obtained through SPICE simulation and least square linear

regressions. When the number of drivers is less than 5, the calculated values have relatively large

errors comparing with the simulation results. When the number of drivers is large, thek-value

obtained through simulation approaches the calculated asymptotic bounds.
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Fig. 6. Circuit model used to calculate the skew on a mesh

TABLE II

k-VALUE OF CLOCK MESHES FOR DIFFERENT INPUT SKEW PATTERNS

n 2 4 6 8 16

k (Case A) 1.167 0.373 0.184 0.107 0.030

k (Case B) 1.00 0.364 0.177 0.103 0.031

B. Clock Skew on a Two-Dimensional Mesh

The clock skew on a two-dimensional mesh has similar behavior to that on a one-dimensional

mesh. We conduct following SPICE simulation to justify our conjecture.

Assuming ann by n resistive mesh, the resistance of each edge isR. Under each crossing

point, there is a load capacitanceC. The mesh is driven at each crossing point by an inverter

with driving resistanceRs (Fig. 6). The input signal of inverter at theith column and thejth

row is Ti, j . Assume that the maximum input skew among all the clock drivers isT. We consider

following two different cases.

• Case A:Ti, j = i+ j
2(n−1)T

• Case B:Ti, j = i
n−1T

In Case A, the input delay of each clock driver is proportional to its Manhattan distance to

the lower left corner of the mesh. In Case B, the clock drivers on the same column have same

input delay. The input delay of each clock driver is proportional to its distance to the left edge

of the mesh. In this case, thek value is equivalent to the “one-dimensional” mesh case withn

shunt resistors in a series.

We use SPICE simulation and least square linear regression to get the differentk values of
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above two different input skew patterns. TABLE II lists the results for those two cases. The error

between two different input skew patterns is at most 17%, which occurs when the mesh is just

a two by two mesh. When the number of mesh columns and rows increases to 16, the error is

only 3%. This phenomena enables us to apply the analytical bound of the equivalent resistance

ratio of one-dimensional meshes to the two-dimensional meshes.

V. OPTIMIZATION OF MULTI -LEVEL CLOCK NETWORKS

For a uniform mesh, the resistance of a wire segment,R, is inverse proportional to its

width, w. We rewrite the skew expression∆T = T · e−kRs/R as ∆T = T · e−k′Rsw . Where, k

is a constant determined by the number of columns and rows of the mesh, andk′ is another

constant determined by the wire geometry and material, (i.e. wire height, length, and metal

conductivity). We formulate the Optimum Balanced Clock Tree Augmentation Problem as the

following nonlinear programming problem.

MLMOP(Multi-Level Mesh Optimization Problem):

Min: ∆T = (· · ·((T1 ·e−k1w1 +T2) ·e−k2w2 +T3) · · ·+Tn) ·e−knwn (17)

S.t.:
n

∑
i=1

l iwi = A (18)

Where, the constantA is the total routing area budget for all the meshes.l i is the total wire

length of theith level mesh.Ti is the initial skew between leveli−1 nodes and leveli nodes on

the H-tree.A, l i , andTi are all constants decided by the dimension of the chip and the process

variation model. The wire width of theith level mesh,wi , are variables.

In the above nonlinear program, the cost function (17) is the skew at the bottom level leaves,

and the constraint (18) is the budget of total routing area, which can be translated to the power

consumption overhead. By solving this non-linear program for any given total routing area of

multi-level meshes, we can find the minimum skew can be achieved by the multi-level mesh as

well as the best way to assign routing resources to meshes at different levels. From the property

of exponential functions, the equation (17) is a convex function. And because the constraint (18)

is also a convex set, we have following theorem about the nonlinear program MLMOP.

Theorem 1:The local optimal solution of the nonlinear program MLMOP is also the global

optimum.
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TABLE III

OPTIMAL WIRE SIZING OF A 4-LEVEL CLOCK NETWORK

total area opt. wire width of each level mesh (µm)

(103µm2) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

28.04 0.29 0.16 0.00 0.00

46.08 0.29 0.30 0.00 0.00

115.2 0.29 0.30 0.20 0.00

345.6 0.29 0.30 0.41 0.22

576.0 0.29 0.31 0.41 0.54

Because of the convex property of the skew function (17), many optimization techniques (e.g.

many gradient methods and line search methods [2]) can be used to find the bestwi assignment

such that the skew is minimized. In our experiments, we use the line search algorithm provided

in the Optimization Toolkitof Matlab to solve this nonlinear program.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We apply our method to a clock distribution network design in 70 nm technology. In our

experiments setting, the chip size is 24 mm x 24 mm. We synthesize a 4-level symmetric H-tree

using theP-treealgorithm described in [5]. The first level mesh connects 4 leaf nodes of the first

level H-tree. The length of each segment is 12 mm, thus total wire length of the first level mesh

is 48 mm. In the second level mesh, 16 leaf nodes of the second-level H-tree are connected by

a 4 by 4 mesh. The length of each wire segment is 6 mm, and total wire length is 144 mm.

The third level mesh is an 8 by 8 mesh. The wire segment length and the total wire length is 3

mm and 336 mm, respectively. The forth (bottom) level mesh has a dimension of 16 by 16. The

length of each wire segment and the total wire length are 1.5 mm and 720 mm, respectively.

TABLE III presents the optimized wire widths for each level mesh. The first column shows

the total routing area of meshes. The second to the fifth column shows the optimized wire width

of each level mesh. The result suggests that when the routing resource budget is tight, we should

put wire resources into a higher (top) level mesh until that level saturates. When routing resource

gradually increases, we should put more wiring resources into lower (bottom) level meshes.

TABLE IV is the skew comparison between optimized multi-level meshes and single level

meshes. We obtain skews through SPICE simulation. In a single level mesh, we put all of the
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TABLE IV

SKEW COMPARISON BETWEEN SINGLE LEVEL AND MUTLI-LEVEL MESHES

total area skew

(µm2) S-Mesh (ps) M-Mesh (ps) imprv (%)

0.00 29.2 29.2 0

28.04 27.9 26.0 6.8

46.08 27.1 24.5 9.6

115.2 24.2 19.8 18.2

345.6 17.0 12.4 26.8

576.0 12.4 8.72 30.5

TABLE V

SKEW COMPARISON WITH SUPPLY VOLTAGE VARIATIONS

total area multi-level mesh (ps) single-level mesh(ps)

(103µm2) Ave Worst Ave Worst

115.2 8.38 11.4 8.26 14.3

230.2 2.71 4.42 6.18 11.1

345.6 1.89 3.33 4.83 8.73

460.8 1.45 2.48 3.88 6.96

576.0 1.16 2.02 3.18 5.64

resources into the bottom level mesh. From this simulation, the more wire resource we used for

the mesh, the more the optimized mesh reduces skew comparing with single level mesh. When we

used only2.804E4µm2 total wiring area, improvement from optimization is only 2.2%, however

when we use5.76E5µm2 resources, the optimized mesh can reduce skew by 30%.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 demonstrate the effect of the mesh on clock skew. In these two figures,

the crossing points mean that the sink node at bottom level H-tree, x- and y-axis indicate the

position in a chip and z-axis is the delay of sink nodes. Fig. 7 shows the delay map for a H-tree

without a mesh, and Fig. 8 demonstrate the case of a multi-level network. The worst local skew

and global skew in Fig. 7 are 5.9ps and 29.2ps respectively. By adopting a multilevel network,

these values decrease to 3.1ps and 19.8ps respectively.

We test the robustness of the multi-level mesh against voltage fluctuation in a set of experi-

ments. In our experiments, we perturb the supply voltage of each clock buffer randomly by 10%.
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Fig. 7. Delay of leaf nodes on an H-tree without mesh

Fig. 8. Delay of leaf nodes on an H-tree with multilevel meshes

For each pair of multi-level mesh and single level mesh with same total routing area, we perform

10 simulations with different random seeds. TABLE V shows the average and the worst skew of

these 10 cases. Note that in the experiments, in order to focus on the voltage fluctuation effect,

we ignore the process variations. For the multi-level mesh with total area 5, the average and

worst clock skew are 1.16ps and 2.02ps, respectively, which are 60% less than those produced

by a single level mesh.

VII. D ISCUSSIONS ONINDUCTIVE EFFECT

In our previous analysis and experiments, we ignore the inductive effect of interconnect.

When the clock frequency keeps climbing, the inductance’s effect becomes more and more

important. However, a lot of techniques can be used to control the parasitic inductance of clock
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interconnect, such as grounded shielding and using differential signals. In [5], a set of rules

have been developed to help us deciding under which conditions the inductive effect can be

ignored. According to [5], the error betweenRC andRLC representations will not exceed 15%

for a single wire, if i)CL ÀC, ii) R/Z0 > 2, and iii) R1 > nZ0, wheren is a constant with value

between 0.5 and 1,CL is the loading at the far end of the line, C is the wire capacitance, and

Z0 is the characteristic impendence of the wire.

On the top level of our proposed multiple level mesh, the load capacitanceCL has value of

149.4fF, which is much larger than 14.3fF, the wire capacitanceC. For a pair of 1.2cm copper

differential wires with minimal wire spacing on metal layer 10, the inductance is 2.7nH [8].

At the frequency of 2GHz, with the clock slew of 50 ps, the characteristic impendence of the

differential pair is139Ω, which is much smaller than5130Ω, the wire resistance, and also smaller

than367Ω, the driving resistance.

We conduct a SPICE simulation for a multiple level clock network using bothRC and RLC

circuit models. In our experiments, we use FastCap and FastHenry to extract the values of

parasitic capacitance and inductance. When extracting the frequency dependant resistance and

inductance values, we assume the return path is parallel to the wire with a 1um separation. At

2GHz, the error on maximum skew betweenRC andRLC circuit is less than 1%.

VIII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We demonstrated the effect of the mesh network to clock skew. From the result of the simplified

circuit, the skew decreases proportionally to the exponential of−Rs/R. This analytical relation

can be used to guide the design of hybrid mesh/tree clock networks. We propose to use a hybrid

multi-level mesh/tree structure to reduce the clock skew. By solving a very simple non-linear

programming, we can get the optimum resource distribution among the meshes in different levels.

Our experiments show that by adding an 16 by 16 mesh at the bottom level leaves of an H-tree,

the clock skew can be reduced from 29.2ps to 12.4ps and the optimized hybrid multi-level mesh

and tree structure produces a clock skew of 8.72ps, which is 30% less than the single level

mesh. The experiments also demonstrate that the optimized hybrid multi-level mesh and tree

structure is much more robust than a single-level mesh and tree structure in the presence of

voltage variations. Some interesting future research directions include:

• Theoretical analysis of clock signal propagation on a uniform mesh
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• The behavior of RLC mesh in the multigiga hertz range

• The use of a non-uniform mesh to further reduce the clock skew

APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF THE SKEW EXPRESSION

First, we get the close form expression ofV1 and V2 by solving differential equation (1),

without loss of generality, we setVs1 = Vs2 = 1:

for t ≤ T: 



V1 =
1
2
((1−e−

1
RsC

t)+
1

1+2Rs
R

(1−e−
1+2Rs

R
RsC

t)) (19)

V2 =
1
2
((1−e−

t
RsC )+

1

1+2Rs
R

(1−e−
1+2Rs

R
RsC

t)) (20)

for t > T: 



V1 = 1+K1e−
1

RsC
t +K2e−

1+2Rs
R

RsC
t (21)

V2 = 1+K1e−
1

RsC
t −K2e−

1+2Rs
R

RsC
t (22)

where, 



K1 =−1
2
(e

1
RsC

t +1) (23)

K2 =
1

2(1+2Rs
R )

(e
1+2Rs

R
RsC

t −1) (24)

From equations (21) and (22), fort > T, bothV1 andV2 have the common term1+K1e−
1

RsC
t ,

while the termK2e−
1+2Rs

R
RsC

t causes the clock skew.

We definet1 andt2 to be the clock signal arriving time of noden1 and noden2, respectively.

In other words,V1(t1) = V2(t2) = 0.5. Hence, the clock skew∆T = t2− t1.

We assume that the initial clock skewT is much smaller than the clock delayln2RsC. This

assumption is reasonable for most symmetric clock trees with typical design parameters. Based

on this assumption, we havet1≈ t2≈ ln2RsC.

We compute the voltage slew rate ofV2 and voltage difference betweenV1 andV2 at time t1.

By dividing these two numbers, we can get the timeV2 needed to achieve 0.5V. We compute
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the skew∆T using following approximation:

∆T =
V1(t = t1)−V2(t = t1)

V̇2(t = t1)
(25)

=
V1(t = 2ln2RsC)−V2(t = 2ln2RsC)

V̇2(t = 2ln2RsC)
(26)

=
2K2e−ln2(1+2Rs

R )

0.5(− K1
RsC

+K2)
(27)

=
K2e−2ln2Rs

R

1
2(− K1

RsC
+K2

RsC
1+2Rs

R
e−2ln2Rs

R )
(28)

BecauseT ¿ RsC, we haveT/(RsC) ¿ 1. When x¿ 1, we can use first order Taylor’s

expansionex = 1+ x to approximate the value of exponential functionex. We utilize this

approximation to simplify the expression ofK1 andK2





K1 =−1
2
(2+

T
RsC

) (29)

K2 =
T

2RsC
(30)

Plug (29) and (30) into (28), and omit all of the small terms containingT
RsC

, and we get

following skew expression:

∆T ≈
T

2RsC
e−2ln2Rs

R

1
2RsC

= T ·e−2ln2Rs
R (31)
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